EXHIBIT E

NOTES BY ROTH ON BRUCE HOCHMAN INTERVIEW

March 1, 1993
Bruce Hochman & Assoc
310-273-1181
9150 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills

25 yrs. ago
A.D.C. paid Hochman & he paid Bullock

S/w executed in Montebello by LAPD or S.O.
over 20 yrs. ago - Bullock was arrested in that (hit a policeman) Ray was basis of wish for S/w.
Privacy & security

Never met Bullock - Ray would penetrate organizations & needed this arrangement
to be distanced from A.D.C.
President of Board of A.D.C. - when arrangement began his personal account - business partners don't know.
Milton Sewn told Hochman: Bullock was not Jewish

$500 / every two weeks
A.D.C. checks come regularly
Don't charge for it.

David Levine of GA. has original checks